The Comfort Sleeper™ Difference
COMFORT SLEEPER™

The biggest sleep space in
the least floor space
Comfort Sleeper’s patented design
allows the mattress to snug up to the
back of the sofa so it takes up less
room. At the same time, our mattresses
are longer than ordinary sofa beds. We
use conventional lengths so you can
stretch out.

Floor space: 41 sq. ft.
10 sq. ft. less than
conventional

80"

Sleeping area: 5 to 10 inches more than conventional

Sleeping area: 33 sq. ft.
70"-75"
3 sq. ft. more than
conventional

CONVENTIONAL SLEEPER

We also offer the only true-sized King
and Twin on the market. King sofa
bed takes up as little as 85 inches. The
80"starts at 69 inches and
Queen sofa bed
Sleeping area: 5 to 10 inches more than conventional
our twin sofa bed fits in a 48 inch chair.

Floor space: 51 sq. ft.

70"-75"

Sleeping area: 30 sq. ft.

wasted space

Rated “Best Value” by Consumer’s Digest
Our Natalie Comfort Sleeper was
singled out as “Best Value” by
Consumer’s Digest in a head to
head sofa bed comparison. The
magazine extolled our sleep sofa’s
comfort, 5 inches of soft premium
foam, its unique patented design
and its great sleeping and sitting
comfort.

Small Space Delivery
The Comfort Sleeper can be
adjusted to fit through narrow
hallways with tight staircases and
tricky corners with just a few easy
steps. Go to
www.comfort-sleeper.com/engineering
to get the complete information.

Patented Tiffany 24/7™ Sleep System
Barbara and Robert Tiffany
invented the patented platform
sleep system that defines the
Comfort Sleeper. Their design
created a large sleeping area
with no bars, no springs and no
compromise on comfort. The
mechanism also makes the
mattress fit into a much
smaller sofa.

Crypton® Mattress Cover
The Comfort Sleeper has an
exclusive partnership with Crypton.
Every mattress ticking is comes with
a soft Crypton fabric waterproof,
stain-proof and resistant to dust
mites and allergens. This fully
breathable fabric protects your
mattress and adds years of
valuable wear.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

The Comfort Sleeper™ is 80" long (sleeping
area is 5" to 8" longer than conventional
sofa beds)

- More sleeping room
- Better sheet fit

- Comfort
- Convenience
- Saves time & money

Requires 10" less space in front of the
Comfort Sleeper than conventional sofa
beds

- You can put it where other conventional sofa beds
wouldn’t fit
- More room to walk around

- Convenience
- Safety

The Comfort Sleeper has better seating
comfort than conventional sofa beds

- Feels identical to a premium sofa
- No hard unyielding surface
- No sagging in the middle of the seating area

- Comfort
- Durability
- Saves money

The Comfort Sleeper has no exposed
metal angle iron or tubing around the
base of the mattress

- No metal to cause injury
- Clean lines (no unsightly appearance)
- No torn sheets
- No discomfort sitting on the edge
- No discomfort getting in and out

- Safety
- Comfort
- Saves money

The Comfort Sleeper has a solid support
base under the entire mattress with no
hidden or protruding bars

- Provides excellent back support
- No protruding bar in your back
- Sleeps like a premium conventional mattress
- No sagging in the mattress
- Eliminates mattress wear
- No boards needed for extra support
- Eliminates the need for metal springs

- Comfort
- Durability
- Saves money
- Convenience
- Saves time

The Comfort Sleeper has 5" thick premium
high density foam throughout the entire
mattress

- This foam provides total body support
- Reduces pressure points for less tossing and turning
- Duplicates the feel and sleep of a premium conventional
mattress
- Provides for longer mattress life
- No extra padding needed to thicken the mattress
- Eliminates the need for metal springs

- Comfort
- Saves money
- Durability

The Comfort Sleeper is a standard-sized
mattress unlike the smaller conventional
sleeper sofa

- Provides you with more sleeping room
- Allows for proper sheet fit of standard bed linens
- Sheets won’t pop off during the night
- Sheets won’t pop off when your customer is closing/opening
their Comfort Sleeper

- Comfort
- Saves time
- Convenience
- Saves money

The Comfort Sleeper is available in King,
Queen, Queen Plus, Full, Twin and Cot
sizes

- Allows you to put a Comfort Sleeper in any room and in any
space
- Allows you to expand your guest sleeping accommodations
with minimum space and cost
- Allows you to use a combination of all or some sizes in one
room

- Convenience
- Saves money
- Comfort
- Saves time

The Comfort Sleeper is a patented,
proprietary mechanism

- You are getting proven, cutting edge technology from one of
the world’s most successful and innovative manufacturers
- Lays flat so the head of the mattress is not on an
uncomfortable slant
- Provides ease of operation

- Comfort
- Convenience
- Safety
- Durability
- Proven product

The Comfort Sleeper mattress is attached
to the solid support base

- There is no shifting or sliding of the mattress

- Comfort
- Safety
- Convenience

The Comfort Sleeper mattress ticking is
protected with Crypton® fabric

- Acts as an impenetrable barrier between you and your
mattress.
- Permanent integrated moisture barrier will always resist stains
and prevent fluids, mold, mildew, bacteria and odor from
ever reaching the mattress
- Keeps harmful allergens from ever reaching you.

- Comfort
- Safety
- Easy to clean
- Adds value
- Durability

The Comfort Sleeper is the only sofa bed
available with a Tempur-Pedic® mattress

- Stabilizes and supports the musculoskeletal system in a way
no conventional mattress can.
- Pressure relieving material’s “anti-gravity effect” gives perfect
customized support and proper alignment.
- Helps alleviate back, neck, hip and shoulder pain
- Increases circulation and can help relieve pressure-induced
circulatory problems.

- Comfort
- Reliable comfort
- State-of-the-art sleep
technology

